**Pine needle Person**

Here’s an example of making toys out of what’s around you! ... And NC surely has pines, and needles...

**NEED:**
- About 20 pine needles, unbroken and clean
- String or yarn
- Scissors

1. Gather 10 needle bunches. Even the “heads” and bind all together about 1 inch or so from the top with string.

2. To make arms, gather 10 needle bundles. Holding them together tightly, trim.

3. Rearrange the “arm” needles so that five are facing each direction. Even and tie together.

4. Put the “arm” in between even numbers of the body needles. Push arm up, resting it against the “body” tie.

5. Bind the body needles right below the arm.

6. Cut about 1 inch off the “skirt” needles to even them out.

7. Want legs? Bind the skirt needles in two even groups.